CHAMBER MUSIC

- Chamber music is written for a group of musicians to play together. These scores are held in Auchmuty Library.

- You may borrow individual parts, as each student must have their own part to practice and perform. Please **do not borrow the set and give parts to other students**, you will be responsible for all parts you borrow.

HOW TO BROWSE CHAMBER MUSIC

Know what combination of instruments you are looking for. Select the relevant classification from the list at the end of this document.

e.g. you need to find *quartets for 2 violins, viola, cello*, you see from the list, this is **NR9**.

Do a search in NEWCAT+, select the **books** tab, then enter **NR9** into the search box.

This search gives you 129 entries. Click on the title for further details of the score and list of available parts.
If looking for a particular composer & combination of parts enter e.g. NR9 and Vivaldi. This search gives you 4 results. Click on the title to place a hold.

To place a hold on your selected title select Request it.

When asked, log in using your library Pin. Select the part you need. Select your pick up location. Then submit.
Chamber music for piano and strings - NR

NR1 Albums with a variety of works for different ensembles
NR2 Collections of trios by various composers
NR2A Collections of quartets by various composers
NR3 Trios for piano, violin and cello
NR4 Trios for piano, violin and viola
NR4A Trios for 2 violins and piano
NR5 Trios for violin, viola and cello
NR5A Trios for 2 violins and cello OR for 2 violins and viola
NR6 Trios to which a 4th part has been written; e.g. trio plus piano or ad lib accompaniment
NR7 Quartets for piano, violin, viola and cello
NR8 Quartets for piano and other string combinations than R7
NR9 Quartets for 2 violins, viola, cello, or other string combination
NR10 Quintets for piano, 2 violins, viola, cello
NR11 Quintets for piano and other string combinations than R10
NR12 Quintets for strings
NR13 Sextets for piano and strings
NR14 Sextets for strings
NR15 Septets for piano and strings
NR16 Septets for strings
NR17 Octets for piano and strings
NR18 Octets for strings
NR20 Instrumental solos with trio accompaniment
NR23 Instrumental solos with piano quartet (i.e. inc piano) or piano quintet accompaniment
NR24 Instrumental solos with string quartet (i.e. 2 violins, viola, cello) OR string quintet
NR25 Any other combination of instruments in piano or string chamber music, e.g. Harp.

Chamber music for wind / brass, keyboard, percussion - NS

NS1 Albums with a variety of works for different ensembles
NS2 Collections of trios by various composers
NS2A Collections of quartets by various composers
NS2B Collections of quintets by various composers
NS3 Trios for wind and (keyboard and/or strings)
NS4 Trios for wind alone
NS5 Quartets for wind and (keyboard and/or strings)
NS6 Quartets for wind alone
NS7 Quintets for wind and (keyboard and/or strings)
NS8 Quintets for wind alone
NS9 Sextets for wind and (keyboard and/or strings)
NS10 Sextets for wind alone
NS11 Septets for wind and (keyboard and/or strings)
NS12 Septets for wind alone
NS13 Octets for wind and (keyboard and/or strings)
NS14 Octets for wind alone
NS15 Vocal solos with chamber ensemble containing winds
NS16 Instrumental solos with chamber ensemble containing winds
NS17 Nonets for wind and (keyboard and/or strings)
NS18 Any other combination in piano and wind/brass chamber music & other instrument e.g. harp
NS20 Trios - mixed brass and /or percussion
NS21 Quartets - mixed brass and/or percussion
NS22 Quintets - mixed brass and/or percussion
NS23 Sextets - mixed brass and percussion
NS24 Septets - mixed brass and percussion
NS25 Octets - mixed brass and percussion
NS26 Nonets - mixed brass and percussion
NS27 Winds and percussion